Driving security outcomes that matter.
Traditional security services and unmonitored security appliances simply won’t cut it when it comes to protecting your company from today’s cyber threats. Midsize businesses and large enterprise often share the same security risks, but smaller organizations struggle to afford the in-house support, expertise and security technologies needed – and attackers know it.

As a business and security leader, continually achieving best-outcome protection can be a challenge. You need solutions that fit your business objectives today and scale with your requirements tomorrow. Best outcome protection comes with the right mix of preventative technology to block known threats, and the ability to detect and respond to unknown threats before they impact your business, 24x7. Every part of your IT infrastructure requires coverage with equal protection, which is why we offer a single, managed service that delivers end-to-end security across your entire IT ecosystem.

NuSecure delivers award-winning technologies that align with your current maturity level, security expertise and remediation processes. Our Security Operations Center (SOC) analysts become an extension of your team, configuring, deploying, operating, correlating and monitoring those security tools on your behalf.

We’ll leverage and integrate your existing security controls and applications within a single platform that provides our SOC analysts with deep network visibility and gives you reassurance that your network assets are safe. Our threat intelligence team lives on the forefront of the threatscape, keeping you one step ahead of attackers and sophisticated threats.
Let’s make your network our responsibility.

Nuspire has been protecting organizations from cyber-attacks for twenty years. We pioneered distributed, managed security within the enterprise and franchise market and deeply understand the complex challenges that distributed businesses like yours face in securing end locations.

Cybersecurity is a unique challenge that requires a unique solution. We leverage deep industry expertise, and partner with you to understand your business objectives, security environment and critical operating assets. As your security partner, we’re committed to building a tailored program and managed approach that makes sense to your business, its IT ecosystem and your security program maturity.

This guide provides an overview of our service's award-winning technology, people and processes and how they combine to deliver end-to-end protection across your entire infrastructure.
Cybersecurity is complex. Managing it shouldn’t be.

We believe in providing tailored, outcome-based security services that drive the greatest risk reduction for every security dollar you spend. At Nuspire our mission is simple – protect your network with best-in-class managed security, so you can stay focused on managing your business.

Gain access to security experts around-the-clock.

Get greater visibility to internal and infrastructure assets.

Reduce your risk within key operating systems.

Simplify security program management with a single reporting platform.

Focus on the critical projects that matter; leave day to day device management and monitoring to us.

Tick all the boxes on your security compliance checklist.

We’ll secure your IT ecosystem 24 x 7

NuSecure simplifies security management with a single, fully managed and/or co-managed solution. We’ve combined award-winning threat detection and response technology with human intervention and analysis, delivering end-to-end protection across your gateway, network and endpoint ecosystem.

Whether you’ve got an established security program or are just getting started, we can help. NuSecure is tailored to match and scale with your security maturity objectives. Its combination of on-premises, host-based, virtual and cloud delivery make the NuSecure platform a flexible, cost-effective choice. Buy with confidence, knowing you’re getting the greatest risk reduction for every single security dollar you spend.

NuSecure: HOW IT WORKS

Utilizing Nuspire’s Global Threat Intelligence

Log collection from all network devices. Log collection from all network devices.

Normalization, correlation and analysis identifies known and unknown (anomalous) threats. NuSecure automatically blocks known threats.

Unknown threats trigger an alert and advance to security analyst triage.

Nuspire SOC analysts investigate events and manage full remediation in line with the customer’s defined SLA.

SOC analysts issue communications and publish portal-based reports, 24x7x365.

CUSTOMERS GAIN 24X7 THREAT INVESTIGATION & REMEDIATION VIA NUSPIRE SOC
Network Gateway & Security Technology Management

Threat prevention starts at the perimeter.

Traditional tools and applications like anti-virus, intrusion prevention systems and firewalls are critical defenses, yet continuously managing them can be tough. Gateway tools require constant monitoring, management, configuration, firmware and device updates across all of your business locations, devices and management stakeholders.

Simplify gateway management with flexible, optimized deployment.

Let our unified threat management (UTM) service handle perimeter security on your behalf. Whether you use our proprietary end location security technology or your existing security devices, we'll take responsibility for gateway security operations, connectivity and configurations.

Hardware, licensing and RMA are all included and backed by our 24x7 network and security experts as part of a simplified deployment.

Outcomes:
• More time to focus on critical projects – leave day to day device management and monitoring to us
• 24x7 technical device assistance and support
• Fully managed troubleshooting, replacement and reinstallation of gateway devices

Rest easy thanks to always-on security monitoring

We'll integrate your security technology data within a single platform that's powered by our proprietary technology and continuously monitored by our 24x7 SOC. Our always-on monitoring detects, correlates and remediates security events across multiple technologies in real-time.

Outcomes:
• Reduce "unknown" risk factors across your network with lateral visibility
• Gain access to security experts around-the-clock
• Unify your security technologies within a single, integrated platform

IoT, BYOD and cloud computing are changing the way you do business but shouldn’t compromise your network’s security.

As you continue to implement new IT practices within your business, managing those practices becomes more important than ever. Our flexible platform deployment adapts to your specific security needs, collecting and correlating on-premises, hosted, virtual and cloud activity. We'll help you determine the most efficient consumption path, appropriate bandwidth and connectivity requirements that drive security deployment efficiencies up and network management costs down.

Outcomes:
• Simplify security operations with less friction and fewer complications
• Reduce spend across configurations and operations
• Optimize device spend and security control coverage
**Network Security**

Neutralize anomalous threats with real-time managed detection and response (MDR).

NuSecure's sensor-based network security service monitors all traffic flowing in and out of the network and across your IoT connected devices. Known threats are blocked while unknown and anomalous threats alert SOC analysts, who immediately investigate, correlate, and neutralize events on your behalf. Analysts become an extension of your team, working with you through full event remediation.

Our monitoring engine is powered by the latest threat intelligence, allowing our SOC analysts faster time to IOC investigation and threat advisory.

We'll also monitor the devices, operating systems, and applications critical to your business operations. Gain 24x7 visibility and advanced remediation and response for the legacy applications driving your mission-critical business functions.

**Outcomes:**
- Reduce threat dwell times within your critical business systems
- Gain visibility to internal infrastructure assets with around-the-clock threat visibility
- Reduce unknown risk within key operating systems

---

**Reap the benefits of early detection with Nupire's award-winning SIEM technology**

Flexible and scalable, NuSecure's multi-source and cloud-based SIEM ingests, aggregates, normalizes, correlates, and alerts suspicious events, resulting in reduced dwell time and expedited SOC investigations and threat remediation. Concerned about compliance? Access 400 days of logs and added visibility with NuSecure service deployments.

Already have SIEM technology in place? No problem! NuSecure can integrate and collect logs from your existing SIEM technology.

**Outcomes:**
- Simplify management within a single reporting platform
- Reduce dwell time with extended indicators of compromise (IOC) visibility
- Demonstrate security compliance
Endpoint Security

Protect your endpoints with 24x7 advanced detection and response.

Digitization is changing your production environment. Distributed end locations are changing your threat surface, too. As your list of third-party vendors, cloud services, IoT devices and connected devices or industrial controls grows, so does your business’s cyber risk.

When it comes to the IT endpoint, having full visibility to network-connected devices and traffic traveling in and out (north and south), inside (east and west) and at the edge (perimeter) of your network is a critical step in keeping your environment secure. NuSecure delivers complete visibility to all devices connected within your global network.

Do more than simply view, isolate and block device access on endpoint devices, thanks to Nuspire’s SIEM technology and always-on MDR.

Outcomes:
• Stop covert endpoint threats in their tracks with cross-platform visibility
• Speed up threat triaging and reduce time to resolution
• Minimize time to threat containment and remediation

We Can Help

Whether you’ve got an established security program or are just getting started, we’ve got you covered. See how we compare to today’s best practice security approaches:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>MSSP</th>
<th>MDR</th>
<th>NUSECURE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOC-as-a-Service with 24x7 monitoring</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time alerts</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-device auto correlation</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete log source ingestion</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threat Intelligence</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security event monitoring</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firewalls</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDS/IPS</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unified Threat Management (UTM)</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security gateways for messaging or web traffic</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contact us today to discuss your security needs or learn more at www.nuspire.com.
Nuspire is the Managed Security Services (MSS) provider of choice, delivering the greatest risk reduction per cyber dollar spent. The company’s 24x7 Security Operations Center (SOC) and managed detection and response (MDR) service combines award-winning threat detection and response technology with human intervention and analysis, delivering end-to-end protection across the gateway, network and endpoint ecosystem. Nuspire pioneered distributed, managed security within the enterprise and franchise market and today protects thousands of locations globally.

For more information visit www.nuspire.com and follow @Nuspire.